In this paper, by solving the inflationary flow equations, we study the constraints on the relic gravitational waves (RGW) from the observations at large scale, i.e. cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) and large scale structure (LSS), and those at small scale, i.e. the pulsar timing, LIGO, and big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN). We find that the current constraints on the RGW from small scale are too loose to be ignored, but which from large scale is relatively tight. Under the current constraints, and considering the the damping effect of neutrino and accelerating expansion of the Universe, we also study the detection ability on RGW of the future observation projects at large scale. i.e. Planck, CMBPol, and those at small scale, i.e. advanced LIGO, LISA, ASTROD, BBO and DECIGO. We find the observations from CMB observations have larger probability to detect RGW (> 50%). But the laser interferometers have relatively smaller probability for detection: the BBO and Ultimate DECIGO project are the possible ways to detect RGW at small scale (∼ 3.48% and ∼ 26.49%), but the Advanced LIGO, LISA and ASTROD have little change to detect them.
Introduction
Recent a lot of observations on the CMB anisotropy and polarization power spectrum [1, 2, 3] and large scale structure [4, 5] have confirmed inflation as the dominant paradigm to explain the origin of the primordial fluctuations with a nearly scale-invariant spectrum. In addition to density perturbations, inflationary models predict a stochastic background of relic gravitational waves (RGW), whose amplitude directly relates to the inflationary energy scale when relevant modes exist the horizon [6] . So people always consider it as the "smoking-gun" evidence for inflation. Now there are mainly three kind of ways to detect RGW at different frequency: at the larger scale, one can detect them by detecting the CMB B-polarization power spectrum [7] ; which is sensitive to the waves with frequency at 10 −15 ∼ 10 −17 Hz. Now, the first-three-year result of the WMAP observations [2] haven't the evidence of the gravitational waves. People expect the following observation projects, such as the Planck [8] and CMBPol [9] , can find the B-polarization, the evidence of RGW; the second kind of observation is from pulsar timing study [10] , which can constrain the gravitational waves by studying the residual of the millisecond pulsars, which have the highly accurate radio signal. This method is sensitive to the waves with frequency at 10 −7 ∼ 10 −9 Hz; the last kind of observation is the laser interferometers, which include the TAMA [11] , VIRGO[12] , LIGO [13, 14] , and the future LISA [15] , ASTROD (Astrodynamics Space Test of Relativity using Optical Devices) [16] , BBO (Big Bang Observer) [17] and DECIGO (DECihertz Interferometer Gravitational wave Observatory) [18] . These can observe the gravitational waves at high frequency ν ≃ 10 −4 ∼ 10 4 Hz. Besides these, the observed result of big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) can also give a constraint on RGW [19, 20, 21] , which is an integer effect for the waves in all frequency.
Until now, although lots of constraints have made by these projects, none of them has detected the RGW. In this letter, we study how tight of these constraints on the gravitational waves by solving the inflationary flow equations, where we have consider the damping effect of the neutrino and accelerating expansion of Universe, and find that, the tightest constraints on RGW are coming from the CMB observations, and the constraints from the observations of pulsar timing, BBN and LIGO are too loose to be ignored. We also study the probability of the future observations as Planck, CMBPol, Advanced LIGO, LISA, ASTROD, BBO and Ultimate DECIGO after considering the known constraints on RGW, and find that the CMB observations as Planck and CMBPol are the most effective ways to find RGW. For the laser interferences, only the Ultimate DECIGO has a fairly large change (∼ 25%) to find the RGW. We also find that the damping effects of neutrino and accelerating expansion are fairly important for the observations of the gravitational waves, which damp the power spectrum nearly one order, and much reduce the possibility of the observations.
The Relic Gravitational Waves
In this section, we derive some basic facts about the relic gravitational waves. Incorporating the perturbation to the spatially-flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) Universe, the metric is
where a is the scale factor of the Universe, τ is the conformal time, which relates to the cosmic time by adτ ≡ dt. The perturbation of spacetime h ij is a 3 × 3 symmetric matrix. The gravitational wave field is the tensorial portion of h ij , which is transverse-traceless ∂ i h ij = 0, δ ij h ij = 0. Since RGW is very weak, |h ij | ≪ 1, one needs just study the linearized equation:
where Π ij is the tensor part of the anisotropy stress, which satisfies Π ii = 0 and ∂ i Π ij = 0, and couples to h ij like an external source in this equation, which is always generated by the free-streaming relativistic particles [22, 23] , i.e. the neutrino. It is convenient to Fourier transform as follows
where λ = ' + ' or " × " labels the two polarization state of the gravitational waves. The polarization tensors are symmetry, transverse-traceless
ij (k) = 0, and satisfy the conditions
For the RGW we consider is isotropy, and each polarization of RGW is same, we can denote h
, where k = |k| is the wavenumber of the gravitational waves, which relates to the frequency by ν = 2πk. So the Eq.(2) can be rewritten as
where the prime indicates a conformal time derivative d/dτ . The primordial tensor perturbation spectrum generates at the inflationary stage, which is defined by
where m p is the Planck energy scale. This spectrum is always described in a simple form
where n t (k) is the spectral index, and dn t /d ln k is its running, k 0 is some pivot wavenumber.
The Inflationary Flow Equations
The inflationary flow equations were introduced by Hoffman and Turner [24] , and have been proposed by a lot of authors as a way of generating larger numbers a slow-roll inflation models which can be compared to the observational data. This method is useful for any slow-roll single scalar field inflationary models.
They rely on defining a set of functions, the slow-roll parameters, based on derivatives of the Hubble parameter during inflation. In this paper, we will use this set equations to relate RGW at lower frequency and higher frequency. First, we simply review this set of equations. We take as our fundamental quantity the evolution of the Hubble parameter H as a function φ (often called the Hamilton-Jacobi approach to inflation). From this we find a set of Hubble slow-roll parameters,
where primes are derivatives with respect to the scalar field. As the successive parameters feature an ever high number of derivatives, we can construct a hierarchy of flow equations
where N is the number of e-folding of inflation, and σ ≡ 2(λ 1 ) − 4ǫ. There are two sets of fixed points of the flow equations: one is that ǫ = 0, λ l = 0 and σ=constant, in the Ref. [25] , the authors found that, only if σ > 0, this fixed point is stable, i.e. the attractor solution; the other fixed point is that: ǫ=constant, σ = −2ǫ, λ 2 = ǫ 2 , and λ l = ǫλ l−1 . In below, we will prove this fixed point isn't stable, so the inflationary flow equations have the only one attractor solution. The slow-roll parameters will run to this critical state with the expansion of the Universe, unless the slow-roll condition ǫ < 1 is violated. In order to solve this infinite series, it must be truncated by setting a sufficiently high slow-roll parameter to zero, i.e. λ m+1 =b (a constant) and λ m+2 =0 for some suitably large m. In this paper, we choose m=10, and choose a set of acceptable initial condition as the Refs. [25, 26] as below:
It is easily to find that this eleven-equation set in Eqs. (10)- (12) is a autonomous system [25] . Here for proving that the second kind of fixed point is unstable, we choose b =0. Setting the left hand of these equations being zero, we find these are only one real solution for this equation set of
which is exactly the second kind of fixed point with ǫ c = b 1/11 . For studying the stability around this fixed points. Let us consider the small perturbation around this critical point, i.e.
Substituting into Eqs. (10)- (12) leads to the first-order differential equations
where the matrix M depends upon ǫ c , σ c and λ ic . If this fixed point is stable, at least, it is necessary the real parts of the eigenvalues of the matric are negative [27] . But we find no matter what value of b we choose, this condition can't be satisfied. So this point is unstable. It is obvious that the evolution of this 
The interesting conclusion is that the results on these two conditions are very similar. So in the below discussion, we only show the results with b = 0.
The Cosmic Parameters and the RGW Energy Density
We mainly consider four observable inflationary parameters for the slow-roll inflationary models. The tensor-scalar ratio r(k) ≡ P T (k)/P S (k), where P S (k) is the primordial density perturbation power spectrum, which is always described as
where n s and α ≡ dn s /d ln k are the scalar spectral index and its running. The four observable parameters r, n s , α and the tensor spectral index n t can be described as (to the second order in the slow-roll) [28] r
where c = 4(ln 2 + γ) − 5 ≃ 0.0814514 (with γ the Euler-Mascheroni constant) is a constant. They are all the function of the slow-roll parameters, so can be gotten by solving the inflationary flow equations (10)- (12). This is also the reason we use these flow equations in this paper.
Besides these parameters, the RGW energy spectrum is also an observable quality we are interested, which also can be got from the slow-roll parameters. In the slow-roll inflationary models, the primordial power spectrum is (to the first slow-roll order) [29] 
where H is the Hubble parameter of the inflation when the waves exactly cross the horizon with k = aH.
This formula leads to
where ǫ has the value of ǫ i at a = k 0 /H i , and H i is the Hubble parameter when k 0 exactly crossed the horizon. The tensor power spectrum can relates to the scalar one by P T (k 0 ) = P S (k 0 )r(k 0 ), we choose k 0 = 0.05Mpc −1 in this paper. The scalar perturbation spectrum is P S (k 0 ) = 2.95 × 10 −9 A with A = 0.9 ± 0.1 [1, 2] (we choose A = 0.9). The Hubble parameter H can also be got from the slow-roll parameter as
The strength of the gravitational waves is characterized by the gravitational waves energy spectrum
where ρ c = 3H 2 0 /8πG is the critical density and H 0 = 100h km s −1 Mpc −1 (we choose the value h = 0.72 in all this paper) is the present Hubble constant. The relation of it with the primordial power spectrum is by the formula [23, 26 ]
where the transfer function T (k) reflects the damping effect of the gravitational waves when evolving in the expansion Universe. Here we consider three kind of damping effects: first we ignore the anisotropy stress in Eq. (5), and only consider the redshift-suppression effect. So the evolution of the gravitational waves becomes
This is the evolution equation of RGW in vacuum, which only depends the evolution of the scale factor a(τ ). It is clearly that, the mode function of the gravitational waves behaves simply in two regimes when evolving in the Universe: far outside the horizon (k ≪ aH), and far inside the horizon (k ≫ aH), when waves are far outside the horizon, the amplifies of them keep constant, and when inside the horizon, they damping with the expansion of the Universe as
By numerically integrating the Eq.(31), we can well approximated describe this effect with a transfer function [30] 
where k eq = 0.073Ω m h 2 Mpc −1 is the wavenumber corresponding to the Hubble radius at the time that matter and radiation have equal energy densities. And τ 0 = 1.41 × 10 4 Mpc is the present conformal time.
We should notice that this transfer function doesn't consider the recent accelerating expansion of the Universe, which has a different effect from the decelerating expansion of the Universe on the gravitational waves. The spectrum of RGW has been studied in specific models for dark energy [31] , such as the Chaplyngin gas models and the X-fluid model. In the Refs. [32] , we have discussed it in ΛCDM Universe in an analytic way. We find the amplitude of the gravitational waves has been modified due to the particular form of the function a ′ /a during the acceleration of the current expansion. In the higher frequency range (ν ≫ 3 × 10 −18 Hz) we are interested in this paper, the amplitude acquires an overall factor Ω m /Ω Λ as compared with the decelerating model. So this effect can be simple described with a damping factor,
where Ω m and Ω Λ are the present energy density parameters of the the matter and dark energy in the ΛCDM Universe. In the standard model with Ω m = 0.27 and Ω Λ = 0.73, this effect contributes a damping factor of 0.137 for the strength of RGW.
The third effect, we consider the damping effect of the free-streaming neutrino [22] , which is for the neutrino can generate the anisotropic stress Π k on the right-hand side of the Eq. (5) 
When the wave modes (10 −16 Hz< ν < 10 −10 Hz) re-enter the horizon, the temperature in the Universe is relatively low (< 1MeV), we are fairly confident that the neutrino are the only free-streaming relativistic particle. So we can choose f = 0.4052, corresponding to 3 standard neutrino species, the damping factor is 0.80313. But when the modes probed by laser interferometers re-enter the horizon, the temperature is much higher, so that the physics (and. in particular, the instantaneous free-streaming factor f ) is much more uncertain. Thus, laser interferometers offer the probability of learning about the free-streaming fraction f in the very Universe. In this paper, we always use f = 0.4052 when the frequency in ν ∈ [10 −16 , 10 −10 ]Hz, for the waves with ν > 10 −10 Hz, we choose f = 0, i.e. without free-streaming relativistic particle. But for the waves with ν < 10 −16 Hz, this damping disappears, so we choose t 3 = 0. The total transfer function is the combination of these three effects
where t 1 is most important, which approximately shows the evolution of RGW in the expanding Universe.
The function t 2 has the relatively smaller effect on RGW, which is for the expansion of the Universe becomes accelerating only recently. But it also can damp the RGW energy density nearly one order. The function of t 3 has the most uncertain in this discussion, in the extreme condition with f = 0, this damping function t 3 = 1.0 and in another extreme condition with f = 1, this damping function t 3 = 0.35, which depends on the physics of high energy scale. But for the case we choose f = 0.4052, t 3 only contributes a damping factor 0.645, a relatively smaller effect for the strength of the RGW .
Yet, there are also some other mechanism, for example the QCD transition [33] , e + e − annihilation [33, 34] , the cosmic reheating [35, 32] and so on [23] , which also can alter the amplitude of the gravitational waves by influencing the evolution of the scale function a(τ ) [36] , and increase (or decrease) the difficulty of the RGW observations, especially for the waves with higher frequency. Here we doesn't consider these effects for two reason: one is that, these effects are always small, the other is that the physics mechanism of these effects are not very clear.
The Current and Future Observations
In this section, we will first review the current observations, which relates to the inflationary flow equations or relic gravitational waves. These observation results will be the constraints on the inflationary flow equations or on the RGW. The first kind of observations are on the spectral index n s , and its running α of the primordial scalar perturbation, and the tensor-scalar ratio r. These mainly come from the observations on large scale, i.e. CMB, LSS and so on. 
For the value of r, we choose the constraint from the observations of WMAP+SDSS galaxy survey [37] with
When solving the inflationary flow equations, we will also choose the initial condition with k = k 0 .
Other constraints on the relic gravitational waves come from the observation at smaller scale: the tightest constraint from the observation of the pulsar timing is [10] :
Ω gw h 2 < 2 × 10 −9 , ν = 1.9 × 10 −9 Hz;
The constraint from the recent observation of LIGO [13] is:
The last kind of constraint comes from the observation of BBN. The latest observations give δN ν = 1.6, which corresponds to the constraint on the RGW [19, 20] :
where
For studying the how tight of these constraints on the gravitational waves, we first run a program to solve the inflationary flow equations (10)- (12). We randomly choose the initial conditions on constraints in Eqs. (13)- (16) (the rationality of this choose will be shown in the following discussion). There are two ways to stop this equations set: one is that ǫ < 1 is violated, so the inflationary auto stopped. A lot of inflationary models satisfies this condition, such as the power law inflationary potential [38] ; the other way is cutting the calculation abruptly, for the slow-roll parameters run to the only attractor solution with the expansion of the Universe. So it needs other mechanism to stop the inflation, for example the hybrid inflation [38] . We choose the abrupt stop at N = 200, a large enough e-folding. We produced 10 5 realization, and found only 83 realization stop the calculation in the first way, other are all go out the calculation in the second way. This result is consistent to the before works [25, 26] . Among these realizations, only 185 of them satisfy the constraints in Eqs. (37) and (38) . But all the realization satisfy the constraints in Eqs. (39)- (41). So these constraints at small scale on the relic gravitational waves are too loose to be ignored. But those constraints at the large scale are relatively tight.
In the following discussion, we will look what probability the future observations can detect the relic gravitational waves. First we review the detection ability of the future observations: for the waves with large wavelength, we mainly discuss the CMB observations, the Planck satellite [8] can detect the RGW with r > 0.1; and CMBPol observation[9] can detect if r > 10 −3 is satisfied. It should notice that if r < 6 × 10 −4 , the RGW can't be observed from the CMB polarization power spectrum for the larger cosmic lensing effect [39] . If this is true, one can only detect RGW by the laser interferometer at small scale. The advanced LIGO[14] can detect the waves with Ω gw h 2 > 10 −9 , at ν=100Hz; LISA project [15] expects to detect waves with Ω gw h 2 > 10 −11 , at ν=0.005Hz; The ASTROD is a LISA-like project [16] , which is sensitive to the waves with frequency at ν ∈ [10 −5 , 10 to directly observe the RGW is the DECIGO project, and the Ultimate DECIGO [18] expects to detect RGW with Ω gw h 2 > 10 −20 , at ν=0.1Hz.
We produced 10 7 realization with N = 200 when solving the inflationary flow equations (10)-(12). We also randomly choose the initial condition under the constraints (13)- (16) . Considering the constraints of (37)- (41), we find there are 10251 realization can continue to N = 200, which stops the calculation in the second kind way. In Fig.[1] , we show the initial values of n s (k 0 ) and α(k 0 ) of these realization. We find that n s (k 0 ) and α(k 0 ) are nearly an evenly distribution in the region (37) , which is exactly the result we expect. This result shows that our choice of the initial condition is rational. In Fig.[2] , we show the spectral index of the tensor perturbation n t (k 0 ) and which of the scalar perturbation n s (k 0 ). We find that n t (k 0 ) is an evenly distribution in the region n t ∈ [−0.046, 0.000]. The space interval of its distribution is much smaller than which of n s (k 0 ). Among these realization ( Fig.[3] ), There are only 28 realization, which can naturally end the inflation with ǫ > 1, among which ( Fig.[4]) 1. 50% fall into the region which can be observed by Planck satellite;
2. 100% fall into the region which can be observed by CMBPol satellite;
3. 100% fall into the region which can be observed by CMB polarization observations (r > 6 × 10 −4 ); 4. 3.57%(14.28%) fall into the region which can be observed by BBO;
5. 50%(64.29%) fall into the region which can be observed by Ultimate DECIGO;
In these 28 points, there are 75% points have the e-folding in the region between 40 and 80, which is consistent to a lot of special inflationary models [40] with the spectrum index and its running in (37) .
In the Fig.[4] , we also plot the relations of r-n s , r-N and n s -N , and find no obvious dependant relations for this parameters. The damping effect for the neutrino and accelerating expansion are obvious in this calculation, which can obviously decrease the probability of the detection of the laser interferometers.
When fitting the WMAP data, people always consider another set constraints on n s , α and r at k = 0.002Mpc −1 . The only WMAP CMB data (3rd) gives [2] n s = 1.21 −0.029 and r < 0.90(95% C.L.). These bounds on n s and α are all the 68% confidence level. We release these constraints and choose:
and for r, we choose
We find that the power spectrum of the scalar perturbation is "blue" (n s > 1), compared to the "red" spectrum at k 0 . The interesting result is that, if combining the constraints (37) (38) (42) and (43), we find none of the 10 7 realization is satisfied, which means that it is very difficult is to explain these two set observations in the single scalar field inflationary models. This result is consistent to the lowest slow-roll approximation for a lot of single field inflationary models [38, 40] . So it is necessary to induce multiple field inflation models [41] or other mechanism [42] to consist these two observations.
Conclusion and Discussion
The relic gravitational waves is looked on as the "smoking-gun" of the inflation, which directly relates to the energy scale of the inflation. Although until now, people haven't observed RGW, a lot of constraints have been achieved on it. These constraints include two kind: the indirect observations on n s , α and r from the CMB and LSS at large scale; and the direct observations on Ω gw by pulsar timing, LIGO and BBN at small scale.
In this paper, we have studied how tight these constraints on RGW by solving the inflationary flow equations, where we have considered the damping effect of the neutrino and the accelerating expansion of the Universe. We found the constraints on the small scale are too loose to be ignored, compared to the constraints at the large scale. Most important, we have considered the future observations on the RGW, and studied their abilities to detect the waves under the current constraints on it. These observation projects also include two kind: one is the Planck satellite and CMBPol satellite, which observe the RGW at large scale by detecting the B-polarization power spectrum of the CMB anisotropy; the other is the laser interferometers, which directly the RGW at small scale, which mainly include the Advanced LIGO, LISA, ASTROD, BBO and DECIGO. We found the Planck (> 70%) and CMBPol (> 99%) have the relatively larger probability to detect the RGW. For the laser interferometers, the Ultimate DECIGO has the most probability (> 25%) for detection. Although it is a relatively smaller probability, it is a very good supplement for the CMB observations. If combining the observational ability of CMBPol and Ultimate DECIGO, the probability to find the RGW is much increased to > 99.99%.
The fitting of the first-three-year WMAP data always suggest (but don't require that), the scalar spectral index runs from n s > 1 on large scale to n s < 1 on small scale if considering the running of the spectrum index. People have found this spectrum is difficult to get in the single scalar field inflationary models if considering the models to the lowest slow-roll approximation. Another interesting result in this paper is that, even if considering inflation to the eleven slow-roll approximation, this spectrum is also difficult to achieve. So multiple field inflation models or other mechanism are necessary if this running of n s has been confirmed. The initial tensor-scalar ratio r(k 0 ) and the strength of the RGW at the frequency ν = 1.0Hz of the 10251 realization. For the vertical lines, the solid one is the observational ability of the Planck satellite, the dash one is which of the CMBPol, and the dot one is which of the maximal observational ability of the CMB polarizations observations. For the horizontal lines, the solid is the observational ability of LISA, the dash one is which of Ultimate ASTROD, the dot one is which of BBO, and the dash-dot one is which of the Ultimate DECIGO.
Figure 4:
The relations of r-n s , r-N , n s -N of the 28 realization. The last figure shows the initial tensorscalar ratio r(k 0 ) and the strength of the RGW at the frequency ν = 100 and 0.1Hz of the 28 realization. For the vertical lines, the solid one is the observational ability of the Planck satellite, the dash one is which of the CMBPol, and the dot one is which of the maximal observational ability of the CMB polarizations observations. For the horizontal lines, the dash one is which of Ultimate ASTROD, the dot one is which of BBO, and the dash-dot one is which of the Ultimate DECIGO. 
